YOU ARE
WELCOME
FOR A FAMILY HOME IN NEW
JERSEY’S HORSE COUNTRY,
ELLIE CULLMAN AND HER
PARTNERS CONJURE INTERIORS
THAT ARE AS INVITING AS
THEY ARE DAZZLING.
BY JESSE KORNBLUTH
PHOTOGR APHS BY E RIC PIASECKI

AS THE M AN OF THE HOUSE DROVE TO WORK THROUGH

In the dining room of a Georgian-style New
Jersey home designed by Cullman & Kravis
and architect James Paragano, the mahogany table by Thomas M
 essel and chairs in a
Moore & Giles leather are all custom. The
Jansen-style French chest (left) is from David
Duncan Antiques, the 18th-century console
is Italian, and the gilt-wood sconces were
purchased at the Mario Buatta Sotheby’s
auction. The chandelier is Louis XVI, the
custom wallpaper is by Gracie, and the
antique Persian rug is from Galerie Shabab.

New Jersey’s horse country, he looked for open land with
real estate signs. He saw none. One morning, his eye was
caught by 60 wooded acres with no Realtor’s sign. He made
a call: The land was available. So was a neighboring parcel.
Did his wife need to pass judgment? “You decide where we
live,” she said. “I just want to pick out the pretty things.”
In fact, she had something to say to her architect, James
Paragano: “We’d like a house that looks as if it’s been there
for a hundred years, just with all the modern amenities.”
Paragano replied, “That’s exactly what I do.” He proposed a
grand European-style house, scaled to satisfy the discretion
of a couple who have a subliminal social profile and like
it that way. Ellie Cullman and her partners at Cullman &
K ravis were the obvious choice to design it; over more than
30 years, this all-female firm has built a four-star reputation for interiors that are elegant without ostentation. And
Cullman, Alyssa Urban, and Katie Sutton worked as a team,
which would be crucial in the four-year marathon that
lay ahead. The twelve-and-a-half-foot ceilings? Not at all
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In the library, the sofa, in a Gretchen
Bellinger silk velvet, and armchairs, in a
Sabina Fay Braxton velvet, are all custom,
the 19th-century gilt-bronze chandelier
is French, the walls are paneled in anigre
wood, and the curtains are of a handpainted fabric by Pintura Studio. A French
chair pulls up to a circa-1780 Italian desk.
The artwork over the Louis XVI mantel is
by George Inness, the 19th-century
terra-cotta statue (left) is French, and the
Meiji-period vase is Japanese.
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LE F T: The kitchen’s island, hood, and bar-

stools are all custom, the counters are
white quartzite, the backsplash tiles are by
Studium, and the pendants are by Remains
Lighting. OPPOSITE: In the billiard room,
the 19th-century table is from Blatt
Billiards, the pendants are by Charles
Edwards, and the curtains are of a custom
moiré lamé by Atelier Moderne. The rug is
by Beauvais Carpets, and the artwork is by
Nick Goss. In the adjacent bar, the Soane
stools are in a Dualoy leather. The artwork
is by David Hockney.

daunting—that was the specialty of art consultant Rachel
Carr Goulding, who had worked with the firm for 15 years
and knew where to find large contemporary art that echoed
classical themes.
And so they began. “We don’t dictate, we collaborate,”
Cullman says. “We’d lay out piles of fabrics and rugs, and
then the clients played Roman circus.” Still, collaboration
requires trust. Cullman described an unconventional wall
treatment for the living room that would start with layers
of Venetian plaster and hand-applied gold foil, followed by
a hand-sanding so that the gold would melt into the plaster. Add a gold, rose, and oxblood antique Indian rug and
discreetly patterned upholstered armchairs, and the room
both whispers and glows.
Tradition rules in the husband’s retreats. He wanted
a paneled library, and he got one that has a pair of 19th-
century French terra-cotta figures and a bonus: Over the
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mantel is an early-1890s George Inness painting of meadows near their home. He mentioned
that, in Paris, he gravitates to the bar at the
Ritz; he now has an updated version. The pool
table in the billiard room is antique inlaid burl
wood. Yes, there are James Welling postmodern photographs in the foyer, but they were created over images of classical sculptures.
The wife likes “bright, happy colors” and art
that tells a story. In the kitchen, she got that in
capital letters—two Andy Warhol soup cans
can’t compete with a 72-inch-tall Mel Bochner monoprint that says HA HA six times in a
blinding burst of color. The chaise in her dressing room is pink velvet, but far from blinding.
During construction the family lived nearby,
and the wife would stop at the site after
school drop-off each morning. It is often said
of clients, not kindly, that they don’t know
what they want and won’t quit until they get
it, but these clients made several incisive
suggestions—including one that changed
an unneeded closet into a wine room. Four
years after the construction crew arrived,
the move-in was uneventful. Has vast space
changed the family? The question provoked
a laugh. “The house is authentic to who we
are—happy and laid-back,” she says.
There is flexibility, too. When school ended
abruptly in March, it quickly resumed at home. A spreadsheet was created that mimicked a school schedule; different classes would meet in different rooms. There was never
any danger that spilled drinks would ruin precious fabrics;
the house is “child-friendly but not child-centric.” After
school, there’s a “freestyle” playroom. “It has doors that
shut,” the mother says. “And I shut them.” All restraint ends
in the basement game room, where there’s a movie theater.
And arcade games. And a basketball court. And a pool, with
the ceiling painted a dreamy blue that echoes the water.
Projects this ambitious require a very specific kind of
collaboration—equal talent at all levels, with everyone
operating at the same degree of expectation. I shared that
thought with the Cullman & Kravis team. “You were like
the 1927 New York Yankees,” I said. Dead silence. I tried
again: “You were like the 2019 U.S. women’s soccer team.”
In the Zoom windows, three women smiled as one. ◾

The living room sofa, in a JAB Anstoetz
velvet, and armchairs, in a Lauren Hwang
fabric, are all custom. The circa-1800 Jacob
Frères mahogany armchair is from Bernd
Goeckler, the custom cocktail table is by
Larrea Studio, the neoclassical Italian
chandeliers are from Hirschl & Adler, and
the antique Amritsar rug is from Nazmiyal
Collection. The piano is by Steinway &
Sons, and a Manierre Dawson painting
hangs over the Louis XVI marble mantel
from A&R Asta.

ABOVE: The custom poufs in the dressing room
are in a Schumacher silk velvet, the Art Deco desk is
from Newel Gallery, and the chair is from Guinevere.
The pendants are from David Duncan Antiques.
BE LOW: The Liz O’Brien Lucite chair in the wife’s
master bath is upholstered in a Holland & Sherry
terrycloth, the M
 aison Baguès bronze-and-crystal
chandelier is from a Paris flea market, and the gilt
sconces are from Carlos de la Puente Antiques. The
curtains are of a hand-painted fabric by Fatto a Mano,
and the flooring is Snow White and Cristallo marbles.

ABOVE: The master bed is upholstered in an Atelier Moderne

fabric and topped with a coverlet by E. Braun & Co. The settees are
in a Z
 offany chenille, the mirror is from Catherine Millant, and the
artworks are by Giacinto Occhionero. For details, see Resources.
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